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ABSTRACT 

It has been proposed that the type of separator be used 

as a primary or intermediate unit in 1I1astewater treatment pro_ 

cesses. 

Following positive laboratory studies using synthetic 

material, the vortex type separator was tested using domestic 

sewage. Twenty experiments were conducted in eleven untreated 

Se\iage was used, in the remaining nine· chemicals \-Tere added. 

The parameters used to determine the efficiency of the 

unit '-Tere BOD5p total solids, suspended solids and settleable 

solids. 

I PAGE i.(: 

Using flows lower than the ones recommended in the labor_ 

atory, orifice one (1.27 cm) gave best results. The efficiency 

for the removal of the two most important parameters, l1amely 

BOD5, and suspended solids, were 11% and 30% respectively for 

untreated sewage discharge, 111 here as for sewage treated with 

coabJ1ilants and polyelectrolyte it was 10% and 36%. 
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lJischargesth.rQUgh, inl.f?t. Qhannel 

lit scharges 't'h['ough" 'o.ri fie e 

Discharges thrcnl"gh iorttlet 'charmel 

DOD
5 

at the inlet channel 

BOD
5 

at the orifice 

BOD 
5 

at the outlet charmel 

suspended solids at the inlet channel 

suspendecl solids at the orifice 

suspended solicls at the outlet ch arm e I 

total solids at the inlet chmmel 

total solids at the orifice 

total solids at the outlet channel 

settleable solids at the outlet channel 

settleable solids at the orifice 

settleable solids at the outlet channel 

efficiency 

Dimensions 
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-3 IliI, 
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-3 hL 

!.J..-3 

-3 hI. 
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I.J.. -3 
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The sedimentation process 'hew lours been ,wed in Hatel~ and 

\·raf~tm"later treatment. SecUmente,tion is the separat:i.c1!1, by gravi tn... 

tional settling of suspended particles that have a specific eravity 

greater than that of vrater. The process, one of the most widely 

used operation in \'laste~'later treatment, is used,:.to remove grit, 

inorganic mate:.cial l"lith a specific gravity of 2.65 and a diameter 

of 2xlo-
2 

em, particulate matter,'and chemical floc. It can also 

be used for the concentration of solids for the sludge thickening. 

The primary purpose of the sedimentation process is the ptrcluced 

aclarified effluent and a sludge that can be aesily treate1. The 

prima.ry purpose of sludge is to concentra.te the sludge a.nd redilce 

the quality that hal; to be treated. 

SfJn.imentatioYl processes have some importance among other 

treatment unite (See J?i{;. 1). Efficiencies of se1:Tage treatment 

operations and .. procef~ses as percent removals are depicted in 

Table 1. 
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Tab 1 e. 1 

Removal Efficiencies of i'lastewater 

Treatment Plant s 

Treatment Operation or Process 

Fine Screening 

Plain Sedimentation 

Chemical Precipitation 

Trickling filter preceeded 

and foHol-led by plain 

sedimentation 

Activated sludge treatment 

preceeded and followed by 

plain sedimentation 

5-10 

25-40 

50...85 

50...95 

55-95 

IPAGE .3 

Suspended 
Solids 

2-20 

40...10 

10...90 

55-95 

(Fair and Geyer,1911) 

The general form of an ideal sedimentation basin is shmm in 

Fig. 2. vlater enters the sedimentation basin at the left and it is 

assumed that it spreads out uniformly ovel' a verticle plane A-A in 

such a l:Iay that the concentration of uuspended particles of all 

sizes and densities is constant throughout the incremental vol1:ge 

of the taILlc of length ( L). The incremental volume oflHater moves 

from inlet to outlet tlu~oueh the settling zone at a uniform velocity 

"v" and arrives at a position."A'_A' " vlithout a change in shape. 
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This velocity could be calculated by dividing the flet'l rate "Q" 

by the cro~s-sectional area of the basin "h.H.II t-rhere 1111" is the 

depth and "'-l" is the vddth. Then the increased amounts of Hater 

IPAGE 5 

Hill flet'lthrough the outlet zone carrying along all the particles 

that did not settle. Those particles ':lhich strike the bottom a.re 

considered removed. Then the path "V" representing the maximum 

elevation at '-lhich particles of the smallest settling velocity 

"v" and experiencing l007~ removal may be found. That is to say, 

if a particle '-lith a settling velocity "v" enters the· basin at 

height "h" above the bottom, t'lill travel along the path "V" and 

'.-iill be removed near the outlet zone. 

Another form of sedimentation basin is the vortex type of ' 

sedimentation basin. The advantage in the latter is that the de

tention time is short (1-28 sec). In the primary sedimentation 

basin, detention time varies uith the percent removal desired as 

oomm in Fig. 3. 

Tho vortex type of seflirnentation can .;.' potentiallY treat 

Nater, wastmvater, storm sel'lers, and industrial vTaate efficiently. 

It. separates the solio phase from the liquid at the 10l'l"er unit 

cost than other met:~ods elilployerl. 

The purpose of the experiment is to find the efficiency of 

the vortex separator in the fiel(l and to see if it can be used in 

place of primary Bertimentation tanks. 
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. % Removal of Solids and BOD
5

.versus time in a 

sedimentation Basin (Fair and Geyer 1971) 
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2.1. Operational Theory 

The vortex type sedimentation tame ocperates solids from 

I PAGE 'f 

liquids. The vortox type separator concentrates the solid phase in a 

dilute slurrJ" by accelerating the velocity of flm'T of the Golid 

particles rather than by reducing their horizontal velocity. The 

mathematical theory for vortex motion a.nd for the vortex sepa:rator 

was developed by Valantine (1965) and VelioL;l~ (1972) to confirm 

laboratory observations that particles in a moving fluid, subject 

to a non-linear flm·[ pattern, tend to rotate, and that this ro_ 

tational motion causes the particles. to move into the stream lines 

of the highest velocity. The 'factors that determine the dire,ction 

and rate of movement of a particle in a fluid are the particle 

dimensions effective diameter, shape, drag coefficient, "lei~ht, 

fluid viscosity, unit Heieht of the fluid, velocity of the fluid, 

and its flOl-1 pattern. 

In this device, an orifice is used to generate a relatively 

high-velocity rotational field of flOl-1. Particles of sufficient size 

are trapped in the non-linear flo\-1 field of the vortex induced by 

the flm'i from the orifice, causing them to rotate and accelerate 

as they move into the hiGher velocity floH. Particles thus seperated 

from the effluent, are concentrated in a sigflificantly smaller volume 

of liquid and flo'-1 through the orifice. A larger volume of the fluid. 
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flo,-1s through another outlet ,-Ii th a much Im-Ier velocity. 

IPAGE 8 

Chemical and physical techniques cause particle nucleation 

to generate particles of an appropriate size for trapping in the 

vortex flovl.;..field of the orifice. The various processes used to 

create larger particles are those nov] in COnmlon USe industrial 

processes and in vTat er and ,-last 0-l'rat er . treatment. It is the 

combination of particle gTm·rth and particle concentration in a 

vortex floH_field to obtain efficient, 10H cost SOlid-liquid 

separation that constitutes the unique process, ( Curi et .al., 1973). 

2.2. Previous 110rk Done 

Smisson (1964) used the first circular vortex device in the 

city Of Bristol, England, to increase the efficiency of existing 

reGUlator facilities for the purpose of minimizinG overflmi quan_ 

ti ties und. maximizing the quality of yasten discharGed into rece_ 

ivine; -daters. Thif; circular chamber concept ,vas used to obtain 

adequate Heir lenGth for overfloH discharge i·Tithout the expense 

of constructing a long side-spill \-leir for this purpose. At :Bristol 

Laboratory, stUdies uerecarried out on this confib'1.l.ration to 

determine its hydraulic characteristics and performance, prior to 

construction of the fucilities in 1964. Soisson (1967) published 

a report about the research work at Bristol and the actual details 

of vortex chamber installeel at ~i11ite Laclie:.:.: Road. The \-nlite Ladies 

Roacl device as sho:-111 in FitS'. Ij, provided an 18 ft diameter chumber, 

anover-flm-I Heir , a scum ring for retention of the floating m;).terial 
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36" Dia. 

Baffle 

Branch Interceptor 

To Treatment Plant 

\illITE LAlJIES ROAD _ VORTEX REGULATOR (Field, et .al., 1912) 
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mounted on the central colUmn, and a setver outlet for the conce11- , 

trated . solicIs. FloN entered the circular chamber tangentially at 

the floor level. The foul Set-ler outlet H'as located on the floor 

of the chamber, near the central colUmn, at a point \'ihere it tvonld 

collect the solids deposited on the 'floor of the chamber. 'rhe 

superna-tant clarified liquid overflo .. -rcd the .veir and was discharged 

into receiving vlaters (vlalk up 1972). Tests done by Smisson Here first ca

:rried out t'1ithollt any deflectors in the chamber. Ga1sonite \-lith 

specific gravity of 1.06 and particle _sizes bett-Teen orie and three 

millimeters Has used. Very feH galsonite particles settled to the 

bottom to be dratvn off through the foul se"rer outlet, the rest 

remained in suspension in the rotating '-later mass for several 

turns before overflm..ring. After installing a flow deflector into 

the chamber adjacent to the inlet, the f10Yl conditions changed, 

so that the Hater entering the chamber from the inlet pipe Has 

sloHed dmm and diffused with very little turbulance.vfl1en· the 

galGonite particles entered the chamber, they spread over the 

larger cross section of the chamber and settled rapidly. Particles 

Hore entrained along the bottom around the chamber and Here COll-

centrated by tvzo secondar;)r vortices located under the lip of the \'leir 

approximately 200
0 

and. 290
0 

frOm the inlet point. Foul se.ver outlet s 

at each of these positions didnot draw off all the gilsonite: the 

gTeater part remained in deposits on the chamber floor, away from 

the central shaft. Volumetric measurements of the total galoonite 

recovers from both the foul outlet and the floor deposit, for three 
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tests yielded the follovling results. (Halk up, 1972). 

Table 2 

storm Discharge Galsoni te Removal 

50 cfs 97~~ 

100 II [J7~; 

162 II 65~G 

I PAGE H I 

efficiency 

Smisson (1967) fOlllld that large diameter \-J'eirs, \'lith horL 

zontal undersides but tiith no deflector Halls, removed small solids 

better than that provided by smaller diameter Heir having a sloping 

underside and a deflector Hall. Smisson (1967) also suggested tlmt 

a smaller diameter storm lrlater dOlrm shaft Hould improve efficiency. 

After 1967, Smisson kept on \·mrking \'lith Sullivan, Cohn, and 

Coombes on this device and developed its design criteria in 1971. 

From the 1,-lork of Smisson, a S1.-rirl concentrator VIaS developed which 

offers a high degree of performance in redu'cing the amount of settle_ 

able solids in combined sewer overflows. This new type of vortex 

device was Called a swirl concentrator. Some tests lrrere conducted 

on the device by American Public Uorks Association APHA in the U.S .A. 

(See li'ig. 5). The APi-fA tests, using a SHirl concentrator, shovled 

that it \-J'as possible to remove significant amounts of settleable 
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and floatable solids from combined seHer overflows. 

This device has the advantege of 10\'1 capital cost because 

of its simple structure. The absence of primary mechanical parts 

should also reduce maintenance problems. The motion is automatically 

induced by the inflmV'ing combined sewage so that operating' problems 

normal to dynamic regulators, such as clogging, "1Ould be very i11-

frequent •. 

The swirl consentrator has a circUlar channel in ';Thich rotary 

motion of the set·rage is induced by the kinetic energy of the se1'lage 

entering the chamber. FlmV' is deflected and discharged, through an 

orifice called the foul setV'er outlet. This orifice is located near the 

center of the chamber. The rotary motion caUses the sewage to follmv 

a long spiral path through the circular_chamber. A flow deflector 

prevent s the flow in the chamber from merging vTi th inl et flo\'1. A free 

surface vortex \V'as also eliminated by this deflector. Some rotational 

movement in the form of a gentle S\1irl remains, so that NateI' coming 

from the inlet pipe is slowed down and diffused with very little 

turbulence. The particles entering the basin 'spread over the full 

cross section of the channel and settle rapidly. Solids are entrappeCl_ 

along the bottom and aronnQ, the 'chamber, then they are concentrated 

at the foul se,V'er outlet. 

The study by American Public l,-Iorks Association (mlA) in 

1971-72 shm-1ed that the SHirl concentrator \-Tas very efficient in 

separa~ing both grit and settleable solids for the middle 0,2 rrun and 

...... J .~. 

, 
\ ..... 
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larger grain sizes ranges. By \ieight, these fractions represent 

about t .. l0_ thirds of the respective materials in combined sewage. 

Separation of smaller .grain sizes \-laG leGs efficient. 

A different type of vortex seperator'for the removal of 

solids '-'las constructed and tested at the Hydraulic Laboratory 

of the state \faier t'lorks, a. Directorate of the I'linistry of 

Energy and Hatural Resources in Ankara by Akmandor (1912). The 

unit at the Ankara laboratory was designed for removal of heavy 

I PAGE iLf 

particles froln .. Tater, such as sand and silt. The vortex seperator 

which vIas used by Akmandor is very similar to the one that is used 

in this study. Akmandor used five different types of materials in 

his T,wrk. These ma.terials had a D50 (particle si,ze corresponding 

to particles' 50% finer) lihich ranged from 1.12 mm to 3.2Q mm, and 

their specific gravities ranged from 1.047 gm/cm3 to 1.425 em/cm3. 

A vortey_assisted oil remova~ unit .. ras reported in the 

American literature, by l-1alkup, et.al. (1972). This unit, hOliever, 

used the surface phenomena of a vortex to draw an oil film to 

appoint over the vortex i-lhere it could be drav1l1 off in.all upliard 

direction by all airlift. The vortex-assisted nozzle system is shown 

in Fig. 6. In this figure the main conponents are identified. As an 

ad.ditional aid, operational capabilities such as air floi'1 and liater 

flow are also given in Fig. 6. 
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lJecant in~ tank 

Airlift 'Nozz1e 

Figure 6 
VORTEX SEPAR.ti.TOR "dth AIRLIFT for 'OIL RIDIOVAL 

(~'la1k up et .al. 1972) 

I PAGE 15 

Pump 

Flow controlled was acoomplished by adjusting the gate valve on 

tli'e(':"dis'oharge side of the pump.The water level was oontrolled 

by pUtllping water into or out of the basin. The lower part of vortex 

generator was moved down o:r::.up::manua];~y,':to changethe~9.uaritity of' 

water entering the 'vortex from the side,thus controlling the 

vortex from the side,thus oontrolling the vortex size.P.G.Walkup, 

J.n.Smith,andE.R.Siminson have worked on this marine oil spill 

recovery by vortex-assisted airlift in I972.(Walkup 1972). 
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Another vortex type solid-liquid seperator study was carried 

out in the laboratories of Bogazigi University in Istanbul, Turkey, 

In 1972 by Velioglu. This \'10rk was· dane to check \,lhether a vortex 

type sedimentation unit c<:mld be used in l-later and wasteHater treat_ 

met processes. A measUre of applicability ~-las sought through finding 

the ratio of the amount of removed particles with the amount initially 

present. A design formula was developed for a vortex type sedimen

tation tank. The design of this separator is given in part 3.1. 

Velioglu (1972), in the laboratory evaluated the vortex separator 

using five different materials having a ''lide of unit i-leight and 

particle diameter. The removal efficiency in the laboratory at 

different inlet flow_rates, orifice discharge rates, orifice diameters, 

al1cl depths of floH in the tank was measured. Table 3 is a sUnunary 

of the variables and the solid liquid separation efficiencies obtained 

by VeIioi;lu (1972)" 

Observations of Velioglu (1972) showed that the vortex type 

sedimentation tank was efficient for medium discharges of 4.5 -

9.0 It/sec of total discharges. As the discharge was increased, the 

strenB~h of vortex was more due to increased, velocity, and thus a 

highly turbulent flow "Tas generated,resul ting in a decrease in efft.." 

cjencY""Qri the'other hand, to prevent the settling of particles in 
C,_c_'.: •. ' '-, 

the inlet channel necessitates a minimum discharge, but this 

minimum might cause some difficulties in the generation of the 

vortex, especially for small orifice sizes. The particles used were 

of various shapes. Velioglu did not take into consideration the 
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Table 3 

SUlllmary of Labora.tory foT' Vortex Separator 

(Velio[;lu, 1972) 

VAR I An L E' UNIT I.iINU;UH 

Spec~fie gravit~l g/em 
3 

0.45 
--

of particle 

D ruedia particle 
0.80 50 dia['leter Mm 

Orifice size em 1.27 

Inlet flm-l, ,~ It/sec 4.46 

Efficiency - 30.00 

Orifice di scharge, .• ,0. It/sec 0.22 
0 

Ratio of Q. to Q 0.03 
0 -

. Detention ,time 8ec 7 

I PAGE i'1 

l·l1J{IhUh 

'~L12 

3.40 

5.08 

12.13 

100.00 

1.68 

0.35 

28 
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difference in shapes, althougli the particle size vias thought to 

be an important parameter in sedimentation theory. Due· to short 

detention times (7-28 sec.) ° in the trial l'UllS, headlo::::s between 

the inflol.-rand the outflow vias neglected. 

Velioglu noted that efficiencies ranged from 32% to 100% 

and that the median efficiency was' 89%. These results vlere the 

subject of ° mUlti_variate analysisis and an appropriaterelatioll_ 

sliip between the variables and the removal efficiency was obtained. 

This relationrulip is used as a design guide in prototype units. 

An inspection of the obtained efficiencies allowed Velioglu 

to think that the vortex type sedimentation tame could be used as 

a unit '[n:t-later and waste~ .. ater treatment processes instead of 

sedimentation tanks. 

A study vias conducted by ° the Amerioan Public l-lork Association·· 

to determine the efficiency of the m .. irl concentrator chainber to 

perform the functions of a grit separation and removal ~acility 

in 1974. Sullivan, Cohn, Ure, Fred Parkinson hadl'lorked on the 

swirl concentrator as a grit separator device. (See Fig" 7). 

Grit chambers are designed to remove grit, consisting of 

sand, gravel, cinders, or other hea.vy solid materials that have 

specific gravities greater than the organic solids in wastewater. 

It is one of the conventional pretreatment' unit in sewage or in-

dustrial wastes treatment plants. The removal of inorganic grit 

prevents excessive ~ .. ear on subsequent handling operations such as 
" 

': : 
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GRIT SEPARATOR (Sullivan et.a1., 1914) 
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. " 

pUmping, comminuting and screeil±iJ.g,c:of sewage and pumping 'of sludge., 

Elimination of inert solids prevents deposition or such material 

in settling tanks, sludge hoppers, sludge digestion chambers, 
" .. 

aeration ,chambers, pipelines and other locations. (Sullivan, 1974)' 

, The removal of grit materialinvolv~s s~paration OJ;' classi

fication by means' of flo\-1 rate-control,' thus utilizing the difference 

in settling rates, or buoyancy, bet\-leen the ,different specific 

~avities of the two types of vlaste solid (organic and inorganic). 

Design is based on the prd.nciple that' average sewag~ s~iids _ organic 

and inorganic in character_, can be held in suspension in a so 

called self_scouring sewer line at flow velocities over 0.61 m 

(2 ft) per second. Similarly, grit chamber design is based on the 
," 

principle tha.t hea.vier grit will settle at velocities of flow of 

0.3 m (1 ft) per second., Hhile lighter organics vlill be held in 

suspension under these hydraulic con~i tio~s until they reach settling 

chambers where flot"1 velocities 'are reduced to rates in the general 

range is·the basic criterion for the separation of sOlid.s-from-liquid 

in clarification or settling chambers. 

The application of the swirl concentrator phenomenon for the 

grit removal is dependent upon flow conditions and internal hydraulic 

patterns which \'1111 separate heavier as well as larger solids particles 

from lighter and §maller ones~ The~ it ,\'1ill; hilowdhetHo separated' 
'- , . 

classifcations to be collected and removed at separate points. 

Sulliv:an' (1974) found out that the s\Y'irl concentrator could only be 

~ , 

,. 

- ~' , 

'-', 

·1 

. '. . ~. 

, : 
,-;: 
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used for large materilas. 

I PAGE 21 

The svrirl concentra.tor prg:nciple involves the development of 

a flow chamber utilizing circular, long_path kinetic energy to sepa

rate the solid particles and let them settle. The settling is achieved 

by having optimum hydraulic conditions without .the use of mechanical 

accessories. 

. ' 

" .' 
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3. EXPERIl::J'!!uTAL PROCEDURE 

3.1. Experimental Set~Up 

IPAGE 22.. 

The vortex separator was constructed as a circular tank of 

2 rom galvanized steel, about 30 cm deep. At the center of the sepa-

rator there is an orifice from which the solid particles are to 

pass. (More details can be obtained from Velioglu's thesis, 1972) 

In the experiment a series of different orifices t-lere used to evaluate 

the most efficient orifice dimension for the set-ler used. 

The wastewater source used to feed the separator was a 40 cm 

sewer in Levend. The "lastewater t-las diverted into a galvanized pipe 

which tfaS cormected to the main set-Ter. The pipe was supported on a 

t-looden frame. The separator itself '-las installed on a \o100den table. 

(See Fig. 8) Under the wooden table there l-laS a barrel \fhich vias 

supposed to collect the flow from the orifice. The barrel vlaS not 

used because of the small quantity of sample. When the sampling 

period was one hour, grab samples were taken every ten minutes, 

when the sampling period vias half an hour, grab samples were taken 

every five minutes. 

The vlastetfater\faS diverted into the galvanized pipe inlet 

by blocking the set-ler outfall. Inijiial twelve :rl.J.ns, the channel· 

was blocked \-lith stones and soil to divert the flow to the separator. 

During the initial runs, it was noticed that the soil from the dike 

was eroded and carried to the eeparator,thereby increasing the 
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total solids. For the later runs, sand bags were used to reduce the 

erosion and the solids in the separator. At the end of the galvanizedP;pE 

there" Nas a tranoi tion section from the circular to the rectangular 

inlet channel of the separator. At that section, the bottom was 

filled \-lith concrete to supply a smooth transition. To reduce the 

seepage, the concrete was covered \d th a -yery thin layer of tar. 

After passing the transition section, the \'1astewater entered the 

separator through the inlet and depending on the size of the orifice 

used, a classified portio:{l of the liqUid \vas discharged through the 

outlet to the field. According to the theory of the unit, the solid 

particles and a portion of the liquid flowed through the orifice. 

(See Fig, 9). 

Both polYelectrolyte and alum were fed into a manhole 12 m 

from the main set-Ier 0l1t1et to give time for mixing and f1oc(;ulating 

to ta.ke place. "The chemicals were fed by a ,6 It. bottle which had 

two tubes, one for discharging the solution, the other for supplying 

pressure (See Fig. 10). 

Experiments vTere conducted to check the rate of feeding. It 

i·laS noticed that the rate differed depending upon whether the bottle 

,vTas full, half_full or almost empty. The three points uere plotted 

on a graph (Fig. 11.) 

They came out to be on a straight line. For practical reasons 

the average discharge rate was accepted to be the rate,:\V"hen the bottle 

was half full. 

r 

. '.': 
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.3.2.1. Field \'101'1::_ 

After the vtastevTnter dischar~e \las diverted to the vortex 

separator, three different samples \iere taken every ten minutes for 

Olle hour. Grab samples ':lere taken with a one liter beaker f·rom the 

inlet channel. The samples may not be representative since some of 

the Golids Here carried ,along the bottom and the Hastevrater \'las not 

Hell mixed. lTo other alternative for sampling of the inlet i'las found, 

Another sample Has taken from the orifice by means of a graduaterl 

cyclinder. This ~'Tas quite a. representative sample since all the dis.... 

c112.rge Has collected in the cyclinder. UsinG' a stop ~ ... atch and_ the 

graduated cyclinder, the rate of flo\i through the orifice Has mea::.mred. 

The tl1ird sample vms taken from the outlet by means of a graduated 

container. This so.mple Has eo..lso a representative one because in this 

case, all of the discho.r{re vlas also collected into the graduated 

container. The discharge \-las measurerl in the same Hay as the orifice 

sample. Since there \'laS only one man taking the samples, they Here' 

collected in tile sequence, inlet, orifices and outlet. 

After, eleven runs using onl-y untreated wastewater, coagulants 

Here added at the manhole for the rest'of the runs. The quantity of 

coagulant added depended on the flow. Samples Nere taken either every 

ten minutes for one hour, ~'J'hen the feeding rate of coaeulant Has lOVI, 

or every five minutes for half an hour \-111cn the feeding rate lias high. 
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After the grab samples had boen collected, composite samples 

,fere made combining the inclividual samples proportional to the fIm'l r'ate. 

Those three composite sampl,es l'lere used in the laboratory tests. 

3.2.2. Labor.atory \'lork:_ 

After t.he composit8 samples taken from the field Nere tranB_ 

fared to the laboratory and throl1ghly mixor), the follOidng tests 

Solid tests:_ Settleable solich" total solid~3 ,'lere determined 

accorcUng to '1111e Standard Kethods for the exan.ination of Hater 

and 'rlar::teVlater. (Standard I.lethods) 

'fhe suspeEded solids that 1:1ere modified because slass fiber 

filters ,,,,ere not available. An attempt Nas made to use the Gooch 

crucibles .-rith asbestos filter, but another problem occured. The 

asbestos available ih Turkey is very fine and, in spite of nUmerous 

1;las11ine, fine particles ,,,,ere lost ,,,,hile filtering the sample. This 

loss of fine caused a loss of vreight in the Gample plus crucible. 

In order to overcome this problem, Ho. 40 \'/hatman filter pal)er ;'las 

placed on the bottom of the gooch crucibles and over it an asbestos 

layer vIaS put. The fine particles blocked the' parer> of the filter 

paper. Finall;y glass crucibles i'lere usedvIith a d.ish of ITo. 40 I1hatman 

filter paper. Everything else in ·the test \'laS d6ne according to the 

Standard Nethods. 

BOD
5

: The BOlJ
5 

test:::; vJere done according to Azide hodification 

lirinklerexplained in Standard liJ.ethods for the vrater and vraste.-rater. 
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4. EVALUATION OF EXPEHIhEHTAL DATA 

In the experiment s, three sizes of orifices \-lere used, 1.27 crn 

(1/2 in), 2.54 Crn (1 in) and 5.08 om (2 in). Only Olle experiment \-Tas 

conducted vIi th ~he third. orifice (5. 08 cm). Since the floN was small 

and. tho orifice Has large, all the smvace flo!·-md out of the orifice. 

The seconrl o.dfiee (2.54 em) l'1afl used five times in the experiments, 

ana the first orifice (1.27 cm) was uGed fifteen times in the 

experiment s. 

Tab 1 e 4 

Experiments Conrluctecl 

ORIPICE Ho. of Exp. No.· of Exp. 
No. Diameter without chemicals vlith chemicals· 

1 1.27 cm 9 9 

2 2·54 cm 2 :\ 

3 5·08 Cm I -

The efficiency vIaS defined to be the ratio of the amount 

of m~terial removed. of an item to the total amount of material 

in the item which can be expressed. as:_ 

e = -------,JC 100 
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where:_ e: efficiency, 

Ao J.n 
A out 

Amount incoming through inlet ch~el. 

Amount outgoing through outlet channel. 

The effiCiency' of total solids, suspended solidG, settleable solids 

and BOD are calculated for each run and given in the appendix. 

Naterial balances ,'lere determined using the equation beloH:_ 

Q;n'let x A;l~'et = Q A + Q A ~ .ll outlet x outlet orifice x orifice 

amount incoming Amount outgoing 

Q Total'discharge incoming C:).t/sec) outlet 

Q Discharge from outlet channel CIt/sec) outlet 

Q • Discharge through orifice (It/sec) orifice" 

. Ainlet Amount of solids or BOD5 in the inlet channel (mg/lt)+ 

Amount of solids or BOD
5 

from the outlet channel (mg/l t) 

+ Amount of solids or BOD5 
through the orifice (me/It) A 0fO : orJ. J.ce 

In most of the experiments the amount of solids did not balance as 

(discussed in Chapter 5). 

Since suspended solids and BOD
5 

are considered two of the 

most· important parameters in \-raGte'-later treatment, a mul ti_l inear 

regression progra.m of Prof. r.Iehmet Ti'imay at l302;azigi University 

... las ,used to check "lhether these parameters are a function o'f' the 

+ \'fith the exceptions of settleable solids (ml/lt) 

+ 
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other parameters. Suspended solids out Q Q S.S •. , TS. 
'inlet' orifice' ~n' ~n 

were consinered as nependent 'Tariables a,nd BOD t' Q'nl t' Q 'f' , ou ~ e or~ ~ce 

BODin' S.S. in' 

(See, Table 5). 

and TS. "ler~ considered as dependent variables. 
~n 

A computer nro~am was used to find a relationship for S.S. t' 
~ b~ ou . 

and BOD t in termfJ of the other parameters for treated culd untreated 
ou 

. discharge. 

Tab 1 e 5 

Variables used in Computer Prof~am 

Type of run Dependent Variable Inoependent Val'iable 

1 BOD 
out 

CI. 
~~nlet 

, Qorifice' 

:SOD. , r. S 
,:). '. 1 t' 1n10t 1.11 e 

T.S •. 1 t 1n e· 

2 S.S. 
out (~inlet' CI • f' , '·orl. ~ce 

BOD. 1 t' l.n e S.S •. 1 t' 111 e 

- T.S •. 1 t 1n e 

Out of the tvrenty experiments, data for fifteen experiments ~lere used 

for the computer r~·n .. "~s5~ i t3 ''las discussed in section 3.2.2. in the' 

first five runs, it was impossible,to obtain suspended solids values 

since the fine asbestos used in the Gooch crucibles were lost. Since 
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no reliable results viere obtained for S.S. from the first five ex-

periments, and since S.S. was used as a parameter for all types of 

computer runs, the first five experiments Vlere not used for the 

computer program. Among these fifteen experiments, there were six 

chemicals runs for the first orifice and three chemical runs for 

the second orifice. Since the !lumberof data of the second orifice 

\-las not sufficient, it was impossible to find any mathematical 

relationship for the second orifice. Table-5:ab~ovesh6WS <:~"-.. ": 

the types of the run and the parameters used in the'~computer 

program. 

The data used for the progrc.m is given in the follCl,ling 

Table 6. 

The equations beloN tiere obtained from the computer output. 

BOD t ou 
(free) 

••••• e 1 a 

99.68% correlation+ 

BOD = e-4,45. (BOD. )1,10. (T.S •. )°,14 ..•....• 1 b _ 
out . 1n 1n 

(chemical) 

s.s. t= ou 

(free) 

... ",out 

.J.il. = 

( chemical) 

99.41% corre1ation+ . 

e3•09 • (Q )0.44 (Q . )2,10 (s S ·)-1,01 
inlet • orifice •• ·in1et " 2a 

99.81% corre1ation+ 

e- 2• 20 ('1 )_1,01 
. orifice • 

1 00 -
(S.S •. 1 t)· ..... 2 b 1n e 

99.26% correlation+ 
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Table VI 

Data U sed For Computer Program 

DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

BOD t au 5.5. t au ~nlet °arifice BOQ l t me 

90.00 23.00' :r.I5 o.I6: jr05.·60 

I 89..60- 44.50' I • .78 O.I? ~8"3..6o· 

102.00 37.00 1 •. 04 O.Ia· 9_9,00_ 

164..00 40.00 0.93 0.21 ~32000 

90.00 53.00 I..o8 0.19 94.30 

57.00 850 .. 00 2.55 0"I6· 81.00 

I26.00 578.00 3..oI 0 • .16 I 38:· .. 00 

165.00 IO.4o .0.69 0.23 I62.00 

I32.00 24.00' 0.64 0.17 I38.00· 

33.00 835 .. 00 3 0 85 0.21 ..s:8i20 

I59.00 I06 .. 30 I...,,8.6 --'t.rq II'iO .00 

~O.OO ~O~~ L..28 _n..I.& QhcOO 

I PAGE 33 

VARIABLES 

S.S~ l t In e T.S'irlet 

48.30 59'i?".OO 

6I • .8:3 815.00 

err .. SO 174'7'.110 

52.00; 649 .. 00 

6·9.5D 580.00 

I24.00 2305.00 

089 0 00 I59.9.00. 

24.00 952.00 

36.00 ~0~00 

t76~oo 12207.00 

IT?O.OO QT2.Cln 

i36')6 .. 00 uoJJ.Ron 
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Also the following graphs \ .. ere given in the output \ihere computed 

values versus calculated values. 

+ Correlation refers to degree of association between one variable 

and several others, so correlation coefficent is a measure of the 

amount of relation between these ve.riables. ( Volk, 1958) 
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If a: comparasion is to be made betvreen the results of the 

I PAGE '39 I 

labore-tory stuclien and the field application on the solicl removal, a 

great difference can be noticecl. Veli02lu in 1972 conducted a laborCl_ 

tory study oJ? the vortex sepe.rator and obtained efficiencies as high 

as 100% (See table 3). In this fieln. applic2.tion the efficiency of 

sUfilpended solid removal ,-laS about 30% for nlltl"eated seliage and about 

. 36% for treated ::::el'l<l.Sc com>idcring both orifices. - (See table:::; 7 and 8). 

LOtier efficiencies can be attributed to difference h~ the discharge. 

In the laboratory study the discharge 'tras much higher than in the 

field application. The discharge varied from 3.52 It/sec. to 12 It/sec, 

vThile in the field application it varied from 0.64 It/sec to 3.85 It/sec. 

So, ilieher veloci tieGin the laboratory prevented settlin~ of the 

particles at the bottom of the tm1k. Another reason for the higher 

efficiencies obtained in the IC'.boratory study may have been due to the 

fact that the- particles user'! as S.S. Ivere uniform 1-1hile in the field 

application different sizes of S.S. 1<1ere present, ann. may therefore have 

affected the settling of the solids.In addition in every laboratory 

experiment the f1oi-l HaG constant but in the field, the flow varied 

from minute to minute. . 

In the fielcl application tvro types of runs Ivere me.de, one using 

. untreated se .. -rage and another using sel-rage tl~eated l'Ti th coagulant s. T~le 

coagillants almost dOUbled the efficiency of solid removal. In untreated 

samples 20% to 25% of 3.3. \-Iere removed and for treated s2.mples 30% to 5~ 
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of S.S. were removed'. But in the BOD
5 

removal a small change was 

noticed. In Untreated sewage an average of 11% of BOD
5 

was removed 

and for treated sewaGe an average of 10% of BOD
5 

was removed. Tables 

7 and_ 8 give the efficiencies for treated and untreated se\-rage. 

Comparing the efficiencies with a sedimentation tank a very big 

differencec~~ be noticed after the addition of coagulants and 

polye1ectrolytes. For untreated se"rage, 50% _ 65% of S.S. and 25% -

40% of EOD
5 

are removed lihile in treated se~.,age 85% to 90% ofS.S. 

and 50% to 60% of BOD!:\ are removed. The reason is that in the primary 
-' 

sedimentation tank the movement of the flocs is so negligible that 

there \ ... ill be no shearing of the flocs while in the vortex separator 

due to relatively high velocities in the inlet discharge shearing 

occured. 

Also if we compare the solid content of the orifice discharge 

in the field application with the solid content of the sludge collected 

from the primary sedimentation tank we see that in the latter it is 

about 5% while in the orifice discharge it is about 0.01%. So in the 

case of th~ prdmary sedimentation tank the solid particles are taken 

to be digested directly but in the case of the vortex separator the 

orifice discharge can..~ot be taken directly to be digested ·unless it is 

treated further. 

At the location used the flow was generally very low, except 

when it rained. The third orifice (5.08 cm) was used only once be

cause all the flow \<lent through the orifice. The orifice which ShO\ied 

best rerml:f;s was ,the firs·t. orifice (1.27 em) since the second orifice 

, 

·1 
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was fairly large (2.54 em), high percentage of discharge flm-Ied 

throWsh it. (See Tables 7 and 8). 

IPAGE itt I 

Diffic\llties Here encountered trying to obtain material 

balances for the suspended colids, settleable solids, total solids 

and nOD
5

• As an example the solids ImInd in the outlet discharge plus 

the orifice discharge \'lere lovler than the amount of solids found in 

the iillet dischar{~e 1.hen the flow '-Tas" in the range of 0.64 It/sec. 

This vms due to the fact that the solids settled at the bottom of thefla't 

tank. The solids found in the outlet discharge were lOlier than the 

am0unt of solids found.' in the inlet discharge. One experiment vlaS 

conducted at flO\'1 in \'1hich the solids on the flat bottom were removed, 

dried and weigheo_. Hhen these solids are arlded to the solids fOlIDd 

in the outlet and orifice, the solids balanced. 

. 
As for the equations mentioned in the" evaluation of experimental 

data they could be stated as fol101-18: 

BOD = _0.17 Q 0.90 BOvl •33 
out(free) Qin " • - orifice • in . . . . . . . . . .. la 

. -
__ e-IJ •45 (nOD. )1. 70 (T.S •. )0.111- lb 

DOD out ( chemi cal) J.n J.n •• • •••••• 

S.S. t au (free) 
= 3.09 (Q. )0.44. (Q " ) 2.10 

e J.n orifice· 
(s.s .. )1001 •• 2a 

J.11 

s.s. (" ) 
out chemical" 

_2.20 
- e (Q .. ")_1.01(30S •. )1.00 

or1fJ.ce J.n 
••••• 2b 

Equation la is used for Ulltreated discharge. The equation 

gives reliable results since the variables, namely BOD. , Q. , can 
J.11 J.11 



TOTAL 

AVG. 

T.S.Efficiencies 
and % removal of 

Discharges 
from orifice 

Free Chemical 
Runs Runs 

13.50 5.32 
14.26 29.52 
15 .. 15 . 34.78 
20.00 26.47 

10.13 26.56 
11.70 24.90 

13.91 5.46 
6.31 . 27 .19 

·9.55 10.22 
- 1.85 

17.31 13.28 
1.97 10.35 

22.58 ~ 5.13 

11.59 ~ 1.26 
6.28 ~ . 21.52 

126.00 95.62 
88.15 120 .. 28 
14.00 15.94 
9.79 20.05 
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T:\8..',b 1 e 7 
First. Orifice Efficiencies 

FIRST. 02 IF ICE (1.21 em.) 

S.S.Efficiencies Settleable Solid 
and % removal of Efficiencies 

Discharges and % removal of 
from orifice Discha1.'ges 

from orifice 
Free Chemical Free Chemical 
Runs Runs Runs Runs 

13.50 5.32 13.50 5.32. -** 46.92 19.26 51.28 

15.15 34.78 15.15 34.18 
-** 56.61 31.03 - (*) 

10.13 26.56 10.13 26.';f 

-** 33.33 46.00 - Llt~' 
13 .. 91 5.46 13 .. 91 5.46 
52.38 52.64 73.80 21.20 . 

9.55 10.22 9.55 10.?? 
28.03 11.67 60.00 2.20 

11.31 13.28 17 .31 13.28 
28.16 15.43 71.94 51.43 
22 .. 58 I~ 22.58 ~ 23.08 20.69 

17.59 ~ 17.59 ~ 23.74 69.92 
6.28 ~ 6.28 :~ 24.38 33.33 

126.00 95.62 126.00 95.62 
119.11 216.66 431.97 126.11 
14.00 15.94 14 .. 00 15.94 
29 .. 96 . 36.11 48.00 31.53 

I P~GE 42 

BOD Efficiencies 
and % removal of 

Uischarges 
from orifice 

Free Chemical 
Runs Runs 

13.50 5.32 
24.01 8.70 

15. 15 34.78 
18.32 -
10.13 26.56 
14.22 5.80 

13.91 5.46 
14.17 43.~0 

9.55 10.22 
- -

17.31 13.28 
- . 6.25 . 

22.58 ~ -
17.59 I~ 4.56 
-6.28 I~ 29.63 

12h.00 95.62 
105.51 64.05 
14.00 15.94 
11.72 10.68 

(First figures :;f removal of rHscharges from orin ce.) 
(Second figures: Solids 'or BOD, Efficiemcieo.) 

(*) There were not settleable solids in the sample. 
(**) In 'the fi~st few runs no results were obtained. (~pl~ined in 3.?)· 

. ! 

': ; ~ . 

'1 



TOTAL 

AVG .. 

T.S.Efficiencies ' 
and:7c removal of . 

. ';1:' i3 charge s 
from orifice 

Free Chemical 
Runs Runs 

.,' 
26.12 26.11 

3.00 3.55 
16.13 12.19 
6.44 . 11 .. 89 
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Table 8 
. Second 'Orifice efficiencies 

.. , 

.. 
SECOND 

" .... :. 

(2.54 cm.) ORIFICE 

S.S. Efficiencies Settleable Solid 
ann 90 removal of Efficiencies 

Discharges and % removal of 
from orifice Discharges 

from orifice 
Free Chemical Free Chemical 
Runs Runs Runs Runs 

26~12 26.11 26.12 26,11 
.:: (*) - 31.41 10.00 _ .. 

16.13 12.19 16.13 12.19 
14.58 29.62 41.43 6.00 

I PAGE 43 

BOD Efficiencies 
and % remova.l of 

Di.;.("harees 
from orifice 

Free Chemical 
Runs Runs 

26.12 26.11 - -4' ,~ -,-. 

1h.13 12.19 
- -"', ... ' 

~ 15.91 ~ 15.91 ~ 15.91 ~ 15.91 
,,6.05 40.38 50.19 8.33 

42.25 38~90 42~25 38.90 42.25 38.90 
9.44 57.49 14.58 10.00 12.90 66.19 

21.13 12.97 21.13 12.91 21.13 12.97 
4.12 19.16 14.58 23.33 36.45 22.26 

(First figures : % removal of discharges from orifice.) 
(Second figures: Solids or BOD Efficiencie~.) 

42.25 38.90 
" 8.33 -, 

21.13 12.91 - 2.78 .... 

(*) In the first few rlUlS no results ,.,ere obtained.' (Explained in 3.2) 

" 
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be determined easily and Q . f' can only be assumed based on past or1 1ce 
experience. Eq!lation Ibis used for treated discharge. The result it, 

gives is fairly accurate since BOD. and T.S.. could be detrmined 
111 1n 

easily. 

Equation 2a is used for untreated discljarge while eq. 2b 

is used for treated discharec. Also here reliable results could 

be found since Q1'n and S.S.1'n could be meanurEld and Q could 
orifice 

be assumed. 
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6. con C L U S I (j lr S 

1. If a comparasion is to be made betl-Teen the efficiencies 

of a primary sedimentation tank and the efficiencies obtained for 

the vortex separator in this field application, the follO\ving 

results are obtained:_ 

a) In the primary sedimentation time for a detention time 

of about tvlO hour{~USing untreated seHage, sO% to 6S% 

of suspended solids are removed. \'lhile in the vortex 

separator with a detention time of about t\'lO seconds 

2rffo to 2S% of S.S. "lere removed. 

b) For BODS lrlith the same detention time using also un.. 

treated sewage 2S% to 40% of BOD5 is removed in the 

primary sedimentation tank while in the vortex separator 

10% to 20% of BOD; \'laS ~emoved. 
, , 

c) In the case of sewage tre:.ted \'lith coagulants and poly,,-

electrolyte, the removal of S.S. from the primary se

dimentation tank for a detention time of 2 hours was 

8S~ to 90~.' IVhile in the vortex separation using a 

D_4100 polyelectrolyte and a detention time of about 

2 sec. 3~~ to so% of S.S. vTere removed. 

d) ,The BOD
5 

remova.l for a seioJ'age treated \'lith coagulants and 

polyelectrolyte il'1 a primary sedimento.tion tank is about 

50% to 60%. In the vortex separator using the D_4100 

'polyelectrolyte S% to 15% of BOD5 was removed. 

l 
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BOD = Q. -0.11. 'Q .. 0·90 
out(free) 1n or1flce 

1.33 ' 1 BOD. ••••••• a 

BOD' 
out(chemical) 

S.S. ( ) " out free 

S'.s. '.' 
" out ( chem1cal) 

1n 

= -4.45 '(BOD )1.10(T·:S )0.14 ' lb e . " •. . ••••• 1n 1n ' 

_2.20 = e (Q ' )_1.01 ( '. ')1.00 
orifice, S.S·in ••• 2b 

Equations above vlere found l'1hen using a linear regression computer '~~l'-..": 

program to calculate BOD t and S.S. t for treated and untreated ou ou 
discharges prior to installation of the device. This ld~l give a rough 

est imat ion of what will be the BOD out and the S. S. out before settilrlg, 2; 

up the the apparatus. These equations are applicable only l-lhen Q. 1 t 
1n e 

is in the limit of 0.64 to 3.85. 

3. Based on the above results, a vortex separat6r,:unless 

improved and tested for hieher discharges in this field application 

proved to be inefficient to use for a primary sedimentation tank. 

" 
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7.RECOMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK 

IPAGE 4'1-

-The vortex separator should be redesigned to have the 

bottom sloping towards the orifice in order to 'try to reduce 

the settling of solids at the bottom. 

-Mdifficuli;y was faced ~:h.ile fe~dingthe coagulant 

into the sewage discharge.Since the flow varies,the concentration 

of the coagulant;.must be:.k~pt constant with time by trying to 

control the dosage. 

-A settling colqumn should be used to evaluate the 

removal of suspended solids and BOD to correlate these results 

with those of the vortex separator • 

. -The glass fiber disks should be used rather than the 

glass crucibles for suspended solid:? 

-In the laboratory study the discharge was much higher 

than in the field application.It will be better to use larger 

discharges or to use a still smaller orifice to see the efficiencies' 

whether they are close to laboratory results. 

-A study should be made for a number of vortex separators 

to see whether their efficiencies approximately match the efficenc;~{ . 

of a primary sedimentation tank. Also some kind of a cost analysis 

should be done 'concerning both to see which one is cheaper to use.· 
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i...;Sewer entrance of the galvanized pipe to the vortex seperator 
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t:.. ... ~ .. ...., 

-=....., 

2_Discharge from the outlet channel. 

i 
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3-* top view of circQlar chamber and vortex. 

4- Dischare;e; from orifice and discharge from outlet chq,nnel. 

JPAGE 
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5~The incoming galvanized pipe, vortex seperator and discharge 

from the outlet channel. 

G-Transition: From circular to rectangular channel. 

I PAGE 
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r':f- 1Hockine the sewer outfall by sand-bags and diverting the sewer 

into the galvanized pipe. 

~_niverted sewer into the galvanized pipe. 
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EXP. CHEf~IO\L~ 
NO ADm:Dtmg71, 

1 -
2 - . 

* 
3 -

* 4 -
S -
6 . -
7 -
B -. 
9 

10 -. 
11 -
12 ',Alum-I20 

Poly-8.3 

13 
Alum":150 

Poly-IO 

14 
Alum-I65~ 
~oly-I2 

1S FeCI ... 25; 
roly~5 

16 Alum-70 
Poly-5 

if Alum ..... 70 
17 Poly-5 

18 * 
Alum-IOO' 
Poly-IO 

* Alum-IOO 19 Poly-IO' 

Alum-IOO' 20 Poly-IO, 
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'Table 9 
Discharges, BOD and efficiencies " 

'.' j' • '. DI,$CHARGES AND BOD (**) 
- 5 

INLET OUTLET' ORIFICE 
3.11 2.6.9 '0.42 

~1f2.AO 184.20 264.,00 
1.32 I.I2 0.20 

Ib3.tso 133.80 151 .. 80 
J. .)'+ 0.99 0.35 

342.00 441.40 3I8 .. 70 
2.17 1 .. 82 0.35 

150.00 159.60 Ia9.60 
1.58 I.42 0.16, 

I22 • .40- 105 .. 00 I~t;.oo 

1.15 0 •. 99 0.I6 
105.60 90.00 T?'7 An 

1 .. 78 1.61 o. I? 
183 .. 60 189.60- 231.60 

1.04 o 86. o TA 
99 .. 00 102 .. 00 96 .. 00 
~.·93 0.72 0 .. 21 

132 •. 00 164 ,on 132 .. 00 
1.08 0.89 .. 0.19 --

94.30· 9Q .. 00 132.00 
2.55 . 2 .. 39 0 .. T6 

81.00 5'7'-'00 I14 .. 00 
~.OI ?Rc; O,Th 

138 •. 00 126' .. 00 I 44-.. 0 0 
0 .. 69 0.45 0.23 

162..00 r6'1, .. 00 TO?nn 
0.64 0-~4? 0.I7 

138.00 132..00 132.00 

3.85 3 .. 64, O_;>T 
58 .. 20 33.00 94.20 

T .Rh- Ic>6~ n TO 

1'50.00. ISq.OO, ISO .. OO 
1.61 1018 0: .. 4} 

84.00 8{t1.00 93.00 
2 .. 79' 2 .• 45 --- ____ ._<L~ilt._ 

126.00 126-.00 ·132 .. 00 
2.20 1.85 0 .. 3'5 

144.00 132 .. 00; 17~.O(); 

l.28 1.11 0'It:I8 
96 .. 00 qO_DO TQ? .00" 

'PAGE 

, 

. (***) 
RErilOVAL 

13', .. 50 
:Ju. _ (H 

IS.It; 
18.32 
26 .. I2 

-
I6.I~ 

-
10.13 
r4_;:>;:> 
I3.9I 
TU. ,.,,., 

o t;t; 

-
1''7 ~T 
-

;>;:> c;B 

-
17.'59>· 

4.56. 
6 .;:>R 

2q~6~ 

5.'32 
R.'70 

34.78, 

-
26.56 

5.80. 
~.U.h 

4~ .. ~G 
10.22 
-

26'.11 

-
12.19 
-

. TC;~qT 

8.33 
T~?R 

f.. ?I; 

(*) Experiments with the second;orifice. (**) First figu,res: Discharges (Ips), 
Second figtn'es: ]O~(mg/l) (***) l.nle;nleillt1et. x 100 :;: removal 

" 

"I 
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Tab I e 10 
Discharges, Settleable Solids and efficiencies 

DISCHARGES AN~ SElTLEABLE SOLIDS (**) 

/PAGE 

EXP, CH8'lICALS (***) 
ADDED(m;h INLET OUTLET NO, ORIFICE R5~VAL 

1 - 3.·II 2 .. 69 0.42 I3 .. 50 
Ji .67 7 .00 16.67 I9.26 

2 - _1.22 1 •. 12 0.20 15.15 
. 9. 87 0.60 2.32 31.03 

* 1 .. 34 0.99 0.35 26.12 
3 -

1.97. 1.35 1.97 31.47 
L. * - ? .T'7 1.82 0.35 16.13 

6-• .83 4 .. 00 11 0 16, 41 .. 43 

5 - 1.58 1 .. 42 0.16: 10.13 
0..87 0.47 4.17. 46.00 

6 - 1 .. 15 0.99 0.16, 13.91 - I .. r:;~ 0 .. 40' h _?t:i 73 .. 80 

7 - 1 .. 78 I~6I 0.17 q •. r:;r:; 
4.50 1.80 11.00 60.00 

a - I ,04 0.86 o ,rB T? .. ~T -
0.68' 0.15' 1.70 77'.94 

~ - 0.93. 0 .. 72 0.21 22 .. 158 
t k.r:;. 1 .. 15 3 .. 83 20.69 

~ 

0.89 10 1 .. 08, 0.19 I7.59 - 1.,23 0.37 9.50 69.92 

11 2.r:;S 2.3q 0.16 6 .. 28 - }.OO 2.00 6.00 33.33 
Al:um-I20 3 .. 01 2 .. tl5 0.I6 , 5.32 

12 Poly-8.3 7.80 3 .. 80 11.70 . 51.20 

13 
Alum-I 50 006-9 0.45 0.23 34 ... 78 . 

Poly-IO 0000. O ... ,QQ, n·-nn -
14 

Alum-I65 0.64 0.47' 0.17 26 .. '56, 
Poly-I2 0" 00 0'.00 e~ .0(1 -

15 FeCl-25 3.8, ~ .64- 0 . .21 ,_46 
Poly-5 16 .. 50 13 .. 00 34 0 00 2I.2o. 
Alum-70 1 .. 86 1.67 0 .. 19 10..22 

16 Poly-5: __ 2.73 :>,.67 4.67' ? .?O 

17 * Alum-70 1.61 I.Iff 0.43 26 .. 71 
Poly-5 1.00 0..·90 1 .. 50 10 •. 00. 

18 * Alum-:IOO 2.7q 2.41) 0.34 12.IQ· 
Poly-IO 25.00 23.50 38.10. 6 .. 00 

* Alum-IOO 2.20 1.85 0.35 15 .. 91 
19 

31.50 IS.'50 6'5.00 50.7Q Polv-IO 

20 Alum-IOO 1 •. 28 1.11 0.18 13.28 
. 

34.00 83.00 51.4i3 Poly-IO 70.00 
Discha.rges (Ips *) :gx:p0rlTI10r.ts ... ath the seconn or~ flee (X'lE-)Pjrst figures: 

Second figures: Sett .• S.(ml/l) (***) Inlet. - Outlet x 100 = Removn.l 
Inlet 



EXP, CHEr.1 I CAL~: NO, ADDED {mit, 1 

1 -
2 -

*' 3 -
* 4 -

, -i 5 
-

6 -
7 -
B -
9 ... 

10 -
11 -
12 

Alum-I20 
PolY-8.·3 

'\3 
Alum-I50 
Poly-IO 
Alum-Ib5 

14 Poly-I2 

15 
FeCl-25 
Poly-5 

16 Alum-70 
Poly-5 

17 * Alum-70 
Poly-5 

18 * 
Alum-laO 
Poly-IO 

* Alum-IOO 
19 Poly-IO 

Alum-lOa 
20 Poly-IO 
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Table 11 

I PAGE 

Disch~rges, Total slids an~ efficiencles 

DJSCHARGES AND TOTAL SOLIDS ( -l!*) 

.. 

INLET OUTLET ORIFICE RB-1OVAL (* ;~y.~ 
3.11 2~~ o .4? T~ c;n 

(Pj~nn 800.00 012.00 ~.4:.26 
I .~? ... I...I.2 ____ ----0..20- TI': TC: 

950 .. 00 760.00 82S .00 20.00 
1·.34 0.99 __ Q .. 25._. ___ 26.12 --

lIOOO .. oO -$70.00 975.00 3.00 
2.I7 1.82 0 .. 31) 16 .. 1':5 

885.00 828 •. 00 964.00 6 44 -
I.s8 I.l~2 O.Th TO.T~ 

82~.OO ??6.oo QOI.OO TT '7() 

1.15 0.99 0.16 13.91 
597.·00 559.·00 549.00 6031 

1 •. 78 1.61 0.17 , 9.55 , 

8I5.0J1O.... 821.00 w:o~? .00 --
1 .. 04 0 .. 86 OJ8 T? .~T 

7,47.00 688.00 783.00 7.97 
0.93 0.72 0 .. 21 22 .r:;R 

649.00 616.00 693 0 00 1).1~ 

1.08 0.89 0.19 17.59 
580.00 

I .---.-.------

573.00 652.00 1.26 
2.55 2 .. 39 0.16 6.28 

2305.00 1809.00 '-'--- ~..9.00 21,,1)2 
3.01 2.85 0.16 5.32 

1599.00 1127.00 976.00 29 .. 52 
0 •. 69 0.45 002':5 ~4 .?R 

952.00 700.00 926.00 26.47 
0.0Zf· 0.47 0.17 26.56 

90"3 ... 00 678 .. 00 RR'o .00 24.90 
3.85 3 .. 64 0.21 5.46 

2207.00 1607.00 5786.00 27.1q 

1.86 1.67 0.19 10.22 
912.nn 8q'1.no rnli.sr "" 1.85 

T hI TT ~L ___ . ___ .. __ ~·4~ 26.71 --
760.00 723.00 784.00 "3.5'1 

2.79 2.45 0.34 12.19 

3080 .. 00 252 9 •. 00 !C;~2 nn 17.89 
.. --. 

2.20 1 • .8"5 0.35 15.91 
3293000 2106 .. 00 .000000 36.0'5 

1 •. 28 1.11 0.18 1"3.28 

4048000 B629 000 2068.00 IO_~r:; 

:* ~xn8ri~e~ts wi t.h the neeonct or~.ft~e (** lPirst flr,.lres: IjJ.::lcharees Up:: 
~e6ond fit?;11TP'8 :. 'P.S. (rne/l ) (*.:t*,I Inlet - outlet X 100 ::- Remov3.1 

Inlet 
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Tab 1,e 12 
Discharges, suspended solids and efficiencies' 

, . 

~ (**) 
DISCHARGES AND SUSPENDED SOLIDS 

, -, 

ExP. ~~~~A9!;11 INLET 
. . (***) 

Nn OUTLET .' ORIFICE REMOVAL 

1 - 3.·11 2 .. 69 0.42 r';·. 'iO 

-' - - -
2 -' 1 .. 32 I.Il 0.20 15.15 

-' .. - -
3\ * L.3,4- 0 .. 99 0.35: 26,.1'2 - - -. .. -
4 * 2.17' 1.82 0.'3'5' r6.I';, . ,.-

13'6.00 287.00. }78.00 14.58 
~ 

1.,.'58 5 
1_42 . O.Tb; TO.T~ - 9Ai~00 240'~00 321.0(1 -

6 
1.15' 0 .. 99 0 ... 16' 13.91 .. 

48 •. }0; 23.00 . 57.50 52 .. 38 

7 - 1.78 I. .. 6r 0 .. 17," 9.55 
6I .. 8~ 44.'50 rTT .. h'7' 28:.o~ 

8 - 1 .. 04; 0.86 0.18, 1'7' .. 31 
en ... 'ID ~'7:' ('In I5Q.150 28 .. 16 

',' 

9 - 0: .. 93 0 .. 72 0.21 22 ... '58 
52 .. 00 40.00 I~O .. OO 27j_oB: 

10 
1.08 0'.89 0.19 17'.59 " - 69' .. ryo· .. '5:5 .. 00 1OJJ, .. '50 2~.'7q. 

11 - 2:'.55~ 2.·39.' 0.16, 6 .. 28 

1124;.00 8150 .. 00 1r7j?1 _00 24 .. 7;& 

'" .. 

1'2 
jAlum-I20 3.01 2.8'5, 0 .. 16, 5.32 
!Poly:8.:;: 108.9.00. 578.00 94[ .. 00· 46.92 

13 ~lum-I50 O' .. 6;q o.41j· O'.~ ~4,?A 

!Poly-IO . 24.00 10.40: :;8c.5€I' 56.6? 

14 ~lum-I65' n t:.l.i o lin. n T'7' 26.c;:h 

lPolv-I2 36 .. on 2~ "on c;R ,on 7;7;."'''' 

15 
tFecl-25 '3~.8c:; 3 .. 64+ n.;>1 I]-.. k6;; . 

foly-, I767j .. nn ·R-;r;c;.nn 1x~/i,n nn '52 .. 64 

16 ~lum ... 70:: 1..86) 1 ... 67 0.19 10 .. 22 
gA~v_~ 120.00 106.50 370'~OO 11.6'7, 

. ;', 

17 * ~l~m-70 . 1.61 L .. IB n_!i.~. . =,6.. 'n 

Poly-5: 900-50 116,.00 120 .. 00 -
18 * ~lum;-IOO 

2.?Q· '.:J' .Ur:;: n&~4 12' .. 19 

polv':'ro 1?;>qh .. OO IT~?6.~on ~4li.R.()n 29 .. 62 

* ~lum-IOO 2.20:· 1 .. 85- 0' .. 35, 15:.91 
19 pOly-IO 2120 .. 00 126.4-.00 2772.00 40.3& 

20 ~lum-IOO 1.28;, 1.11 0.I8~: 13.28 

Poly-ICi 368<5: • .00: 3092.00 [0660.00 15 .. 43 

(*) Experiments with the second orifice. (**) First figures: Discharges(lps 
Second figures : S .. S (mg/l) (-***) Inlet - Outlet x 100 = Removal 

Inlet . 
. ';,. 

)' .... 

. ", 

. : ~. 

'j 

, 1 
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